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BlueCore reaches the areas where no other response teams can go. BlueCore is an emergency 
response system designed in reaction to the Haitian earthquake crisis of 2010. A team of back-
packing doctors and nurses heads out into rural areas to set up temporary camps and provide 
medical relief to locals. Doctors carry easily-recognizable hybrid backpacks that contain emer-
gency medical supplies and enough gear for the team to stay for up to 5 days. 

BlueCore team members travel in with gear on a vehicle to remote urban areas. From these 
areas the members set out on foot to isolated rural areas for a multiple-day backpacking trip. 
Team members arrive at their location and set up camp for up to five days where they will assist 
Haitians with basic medical needs such as minor wounds, GI issues, ulcers, cleanliness and 
sanitation. 

The BlueCore crossover packs are the foundation of the system. Inspired by the efficiency of 
military gear and the ergonomics of backcountry gear, the hybrid packs have a specialized com-
partment at the core that houses a removable cylindrical insert containing medical equipment. 
This removable nested core is a compressible compartmentalized tower that zips apart into 
smaller segments so that doctors and nurses can work faster and more flexibly under pressure. 
All BlueCore gear packs out just as easily as it packs in; storage zones within the pack as well 
as latch points outside the pack allow for an easy trip out. 

HEURISTICS 
 1. Equipped for multiple terrains
  Backpackers travel by foot or with the aid of a mule; roadblocks are less of an issue.
  Ripstop nylon and rain flys protect the gear from weather and water damage.
 2. Efficient use of space
  The BlueCore pack is a hybrid between ergonomics and supplies of backcountry gear 
  and efficiency of military gear. 
 3. Easily adjustable
  The pack is ergonomic, adjusting to different body shapes and sizes via adjustable 
  straps and secures.
  The flexible module of nested capsules allows the pack to be packed with gear that 
  caters to the mission (ex. focus on hygiene, surgeries or basic first aid).
 4. Existing environment
  BlueCore provides relief in isolated rural areas to help prevent urban density from 
  increasing. 
 5. Quick and easy setup
  The BlueCore pack is packed so that the materials that are most urgent are the most 
  easily accessible. When the BlueCore medical insert is in action, its segments are
  able to zip away from each other in order to create a more flexible, faster-acting
  healthcare environment.
 6. Durable materials
  Ripstop nylon prevents the bag from enduring deleterious nicks and tears. The stitch 
  of this tightly-woven textile makes the bag water resistant, and rain flies keep the gear 
  further protected from the elements. 

zippered top-loading 
compression storage lid 
for quick access

adaptable torso length

latch points for add-on gear

customizable waist size

lateral compression wing 
secures and minimizes bulk 
of items in side pockets

straps for rolled mat

sturdy buckles clamp 
packs to each other to 
load onto mule back

hybrid internal-external 
peripheral frame allows 
weighty medical supplies 
to be stored at the top for 
clear accessibility 

top-loading body

mesh stretches over contoured 
frame for breathability

rollout rain fly stored 
within lid

smooth contoured frame 
minimizes surface area 
contact to the back

hydration ports located 
at shoulder strap

moldable hip belt provides 
firmness and cushioning

backpackers break away from camps to travel to remote areas

5 able-bodied medical personnel packs in buckled position on mule

nested medical capsule 
secured to frame by 
interior compression 
straps

ripstop and shadowcheck 
nylon

quick stash pocket
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exploded axon of interior 
medical capsule

exploded axon of BlueCore 
insert showing the cellular 
divisions of each segment. 

Interior capsule is a soft 
insert made of ripstop ny-
lon. Sections zip away from 
each other for flexible distri-
bution and use of medical 
kits. 

BlueCore medical insert is 
designed to be pulled out of 
the pack quickly in the case 
of an emergency. The user 
flips the lid open and pulls 
insert up and out of the 
pack. 

BlueCore is packed with the 
lightest gear towards the 
outside of the pack and the 
heaviest gear towards the 
frame. Pack lid opens to 
top-loading body. 

When the lid of the pack is 
removed, the pack’s com-
ponents are easy to reach 
from the top entry. 

base segment doubles as wash 
basin

lid allows each segment to become independent

varying size segments

ripstop nylon segments zip to-
gether to form a compressible 
cylindrical tower

insert fits into the core of the pack
interior compression straps secure 
insert to aluminim stays

removable segment dividers

cells organize medical supplies

durable nylon fabric

detail of core zipaway segmentdetail of core zipaway segment

lid holds quick access items such as 
knife, snacks, map, stakes and headlamp

4” ace wraps

bandages

exam gloves

6 oz. medicine 
bottles

BlueCore interior medical capsule

clothing and personal items

personal hygiene items

mat, tent poles

backcountry gear (listed above)
BlueCore interior medical capsule
lateral storage zones for water and carryout

ergonomic back support

hybrid interior-exterior perimeter frame

sleeping bag, tent with rainfly and groundmat in 
compression sacks

cookware, food, water pump


